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Abstract:  Stock is a place where buying and selling of shares be for intimately listed companies and stock exchange is the  
middleman that allows buying and selling of shares. Stock  request  vaticination is a  grueling  task due to the  largely noisy, 
complex and chaotic nature of the stock price data. The intraday patterns are linked using the  point engineering schemes and 
several machine  literacy techniques. The deep literacy styles are combined with rearmost machine literacy models to  
rognosticate the direction of the  ending price. Accuracy plays an important part in stock request vaticination. Although 
numerous algorithms are available for this purpose, opting  the most accurate one continues to be the abecedarian task in 
getting the stylish results. In order to achieve this we're combining different models and creating a  hybrid model( LSTM with 
GRU) which provides better accuracy. 
Keywords: LSTM (Long short term memory), GRU (Gated recurrent network) 

I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Objective  
The charm of getting profit by suitably investing the stocks in the stock market attracts thousands of investors. Since every investor 
wants profit with  lower  threat, they need realistic models to  prognosticate the stock price. As investors are investing  further and  
further  plutocrat in the market, they get anxious to know the  unborn trends of the  colorful stocks available in the market. The 
major part of the trends in the market is to know when to buy, hold or  vend the stocks. Stock market  vaticination is observed as a  
grueling  task because of high change and irregularity. therefore,  multitudinous models have been depicted to  give the investors 
with more precise  prognostications. Stock market has attracted a lot of  exploration interests in  former literature. With a successful 
model for stock  vaticination, we can gain insight about market behavior over time, spotting trends that would  else not have been 
noticed. With the increasingly computational power of the computer, machine learning will be an effective  system to solve this 
problem. still, the public stock dataset is too limited for  numerous machine learning algorithms to work with. We want to introduce 
a framework in which we integrate user predictions into the current machine learning algorithm using public historical data to 
improve our results. The motivated idea is that, if we know all information about  moment's stock trading( of all specific dealers), 
the price is predictable. therefore, if we can  gain just a partial information, we can expect to improve the current prediction a lot. 
With the growth of the Internet, social networks, and online social  relations, getting daily user predictions is a  doable job. 
therefore, our motivation is to design a hybrid model or a stronger model that will  profit everyone. 
 
B. Problem Definition 
The rate of investment and business openings and benefit of the investors in the Stock market can increase if an effective algorithm 
could be used to predict the short term closing price of an individual stock. The predicted results can be used to help the former  styles 
of stock predictions which has an error loss at an normal of 20. The overall ideal of my work will be to predict accurately the ending 
price of the stock. Attributes considered form the primary base for tests and give accurate results more or less.  multitudinous  farther 
input attributes can be taken but our thing is to predict with  numerous attributes and faster effectiveness the ending price of stock. 
opinions are  constantly made  predicated on the knowledge rich data hidden in the data set and databases. We want to produce a 
model that has stronger capability to predict the  ending price of stock.. 
 

C. Background  
There are existing methodologies which are proposed in the field of stock time series data prediction system. There are existing 
works using machine learning techniques to provide a solution to the problem. But there are certain drawbacks like limited extent to 
which data is used, the accuracy is quite unsatisfactory and there is a scope for improvement. Thus, to provide a solution using 
machine learning techniques is to ensure these problems are taken care of.  
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In this project, a solution to the problem of the stock time series data prediction system has been proposed. It is done mainly using 
machine learning techniques but in a more innovative manner, here. The Hybrid model  can predict better results. 

 
II. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

After evaluating the results from the existing methodologies, we are not able to predict the price of time series stock data for the 
data obtained from the datasets. Inorder to achieve this, we are using various algorithms such as Decision trees, linear regression, 
Support vector machine (SVM) and KNN with hybrid models. ML process starts from a preprocessing data phase followed by 
feature selection based on data cleaning, classification of modeling performance evaluation. Hybrid Decision trees using KNN 
Model technique are used. We are comparing the various performance parameters of the algorithms and finally choosing the best 
one to improve the accuracy of the result. We are using the KNN model to predict the future closing price of the stocks in time 
series pattern. Our study is based on two major parts : The pre-processing phase, when we choose the relevant attributes, and the 
second one applies a machine learning algorithm in order to select the algorithm that gives better accuracy. Hybrid decision trees 
and linear regression using KNN Model is the proposed approach used to improve the accuracy of the result. Our proposed system 
is divided into several phases.  
 
A. Proposed System Architecture 

 

Figure 1.Proposed System Architecture 
 

III. PREDICTION MODELS 
A. Long short time memory 
Long short- term memory units are a structure unit for layers of a recurrent neural network( RNN). The Long Short- Term memory 
is a recurrent neural network is trained using Backpropagation through time and overcomes to  break the grade problem. A LSTM 
unit is consists of three gates such as a cell, an input gate and a forget gate. The cell takes and remembers the values over time 
intervals from given data.  thus it works like a memory in LSTM to store  formerly information and use it for  farther prediction. 
Each of the three gates can be allowed as a conventional artificial neuron, as in a multi- subcaste neural network that is, they 
calculate an activation of a weighted sum. still, they can be allowed as  regulators of the block of values that goes through the 
connections of the LSTM.  thus it obtains the output value from the output gate producing outputs as 0 or 1. still, also the 
information is not needed for the prediction, If the output produced is 0. still, also the information is suitable for the  farther 
prediction of target value, If the output attained is 1. These connections between the gates and the cell made possible to predict the 
outputs. 
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Figure -2: Architecture of  LSTM 
 

B. Support Vector Machine 
Support Vector Machine is the most popular Supervised Learning algorithms in machine learning. It is used for solving the 
Classification and Regression problems. However, previously, it is used for Classification problems in Machine Learning. 
The goal of the SVM algorithm is to create the decision boundary that can fit n-dimensional space into classes so that we can easily 
fit the new data point in the algorithm to group into the correct category in the future. This best decision boundary for grouping 
similar objects together is called a hyperplane. 

 

Figure 3: Support vector machine 
 
C. Gated Recurrent Network 
Gated recurrent units is a gating mechanism. It is the recurrent neural networks which is introduced in 2014 by Kyunghyun Cho et 
al. The GRU consists of two gates namely a reset gate and an update gate. The reset gate works between the previous activation and 
the next candidate activation to forget previous state, and the update gate decides how much of the candidate activation to use in 
updating the cell state. GRUs have been displayed to obtain better performance and works better on smaller datasets. 
The LSTM unit has two gates namely input and forget gates, while the GRU performs operations together via its reset gate. They 
have fewer metrics compared to LSTM, as they lack an output gate. There are numerous variations on the full gated unit, with 
gating works using the previous hidden state and the bias in various combinations, and a simplified form called minimal gated unit. 

 

Figure 4: Architecture of GRU 
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D. Experimental results & Performance Evaluation. 
In the stage of Implementation of the project when the theoretical design is turned out into a real world working system. Thus, it can 
be considered to be the most important stage in achieving a successful new system in predicting and in giving the user confidence 
that the new system will work and be effective. This stage involves various step by step process. They are careful planning, 
investigation of the existing system and its implementation of constraints, designing of methods to achieve changeover and 
evaluation of changeover methods. Here we plot the loss value of the training of the dataset, the loss is high during the initial stages 
of the training, but as the training progresses the loss leads to decrease and the lower the loss the better will be the prediction. 

 

Figure 5: Target And Predicted Plot Of Training Data 
 

This graph depicts actual and predicted stocks closing price from a particular company, through this system, it is observed that the 
actual as well as predicted values are both close and produce acceptable testing accuracy 

 

Figure 6:Target And Predicted Plot Of Testing Data 
 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
The project titled Stock market time series data prediction  using machine learning techniques is implemented using the machine 
learning models namely LSTM and GRU which are modern versions of Recurrent neural networks. The LSTM and GRU models are 
trained by feeding past datasets and statistics upon which it has learned and adapted to the pattern and predicted the future stock price 
value, which is approximate and close to the original value. 
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